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You are a reader. A person that reads text. But is that it? Are you just fol-

lowing aligned letters, struggling to comprehend what somebody wants

you to understand? The answer is: No. In the thicket ofwords lie the paths

ofa new kind of traveller – the reader as a creator.

The Social Space Agency hereby provides you with a guide, enabling you

to find and create worlds within books. Become part of the new culture of

reading and get lost in the garden of forking paths that can be found with-

in every text.

Social Space Agency

The Social Space Agency – SoSA has barely reached the age of a toddler,

but is already happily strolling down different paths. It likes getting lost in

labyrinths, just to find its way back out again by cutting holes into walls

and building roads where before only blank spaces existed.

Both playful and systematic, SoSA combines creative practices from the

Arts with strategies of exploration. With this method, its agents, the

socionauts, explore and map the social outer space, discovering possibili-

ties beyond our current social practices. The reintegrating socionauts are

busy making the newly discovered possibilities usable to society: Which

rules and conventions could be added to or changed in our everyday life?

SoSA was founded at AUAWIRLEBEN Theaterfestival Bern, Switzerland

in spring 2014 by a team of five socionauts and is ever growing. It has sin-

ce been invited by Hangö Theaterträff (Hanko, FI), the Bernese city coun-

cil (CH), Frankfurt Book Fair (DE), Diskurs ‘14 Gießen (DE), Karl der

Grosse Zürich (CH) and 48 Stunden Neukölln (Berlin, DE).

SoSA has been developing cultural technology in a different field at each

of these invitations, always distributing their results freely. At the Frank-

furt Book Fair, socionauts worked on the specific convention of reading –

the text you're holding is a result of this research.
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1 A SIGNPOST AT OUR ENTRANCE

Welcome, reader. At the start of your journey, you find yourself at a sign-

post. On that signpost, you can read the following introduction (never

mind that it seems a bit long for a signpost – this is an imaginary world so

things like this are quite possible):

This text traces two paths. The first one reports on the discovery of the

Garden ofForking Paths, the one described by Jorge Louis Borges. That is,

the discovery of the Garden itself, not a story or description about it.

The second path forms a manual, concerned with the practice of reading.

More specifically, it guides you towards a text not as a message, but as your

material from which you build your thoughts and your mental environ-

ments. Given this premise, it asks the questions: What kind of places can

you build out of text? How do you build them?

If you proceed this way, you'll initially follow the first path, and discover

the second path along the way. Further ahead, there might well be more

paths – that will depend upon you, and your will to create them.

You can of course jump elsewhere, and read here and there, if you wish.

For example, you might take a look at the listed techniques at the end,

wonder about them, explore them, and return here later. The signpost will

be here, waiting, as signposts tend to do.

A Path to Borges' Garden

To lead to the Garden of Forking Paths, here's a short route through its

history.

In the story by Borges, the details of the Garden are described through a

developing narrative: Upon his death, the poet and calligrapher Ts'ui Pên

has left only traces of the two major works he had undertaken. His book

remains as a chaotic manuscript, considered incomplete, fragmented and

senseless due to the many contradictions its chapters contain. Further-

more, Ts'ui Pên was to construct a maze, but the location of this maze has

never been found. Stephen Albert, a sinologist (or an aspiring sinologist –

whether he has grown worthy of that title is left uncertain) is researching

Ts'ui Pên's works. He's piqued by the legend that the Ts'ui Pên's maze was

to be "strictly infinite". During his research, he also finds a letter written by
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In all fictional works, each time a man is confronted with several

alternatives, he chooses one and eliminates the others; in the fiction ofTs'ui

Pên, he chooses – simultaneously – all of them. He creates, in this way,

diverse futures, diverse times which themselves also proliferate and fork.

The Location ofthe Garden

Even with the uncertainties of its description, Borges does tie the Garden

to the particular book of Ts'ui Pên: The Garden is made by its chapters,

and the garden is that particular book. But what if Borges is wrong about

his own creations? What ifTs'ui Pên was more radical than his creator?

Our discoveries seem to conclude that there's a more probable, and per-

haps more interesting scenario for Ts'ui Pên's creations. First and fore-

most, the book is not the maze. Rather, the book can guide you to some-

where within an infinite maze, which could aptly be called the Garden of

Forking Paths. In a certain way, this Garden can be considered as an exis-

ting thing: it seems to be commonly present in the landscape of the human

mind, therefore it claims a shared existence. The features ascribed to the

Garden, its varying pathways ofmeaning, reside in our ability to take such

turns – and when we take those turns, we seem to end up in new areas of

meaning.

With this ability, every text can transform into a map, leading to the

Garden – the text itself can serve as a central path, around which the Gar-

den waits for us to step into it. Ts'ui Pên's work is therefore like an early

map: it charts a fragment of the infinity, and serves as a lure for further

exploration. It maps a discovery of a continent, giving us a branched tra-

velogue into its midst, and connotates a vastness around it, unexplored.

But this offers a mere bird's eye view – let's travel into the Garden itself...

A Stroll in the Garden

The easiest way to understand the Garden is to take a walk inside it. To

prepare for this walk, let's first introduce ourselves: "I" will be your guide,

and "you" can be the traveller.

As your guide to the Garden, I'll offer you a short passage of text. It could

be any other text – the key to the Garden lies not on the text itself, but wi-

thin the way its "map" is used for travelling.

Pên, containing the following remark: "I leave to the various futures (not

to all) my garden of forking paths." These two details, along with the frag-

mented text, lead Albert to the following idea: The text is the labyrinth.

The various conflicting chapters are its branching passages.

The logic of this book-maze is described by him thusly:
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1 . Try reading that same passage while asking the following question from

it, as a guiding light for its interpretation: What is left undefined in this

text (what kind of trees, what is this place...)? Along this path, there are

forks to infinite questions you might ask from the text, each opening a

new direction to travel.

2. Read that passage again, this time with an insistent emphasis on imagi-

nation: don't move forward before you have depicted the scene in your

mind, and explored its details. Along this path, there is another crossroads

of infinite ways to contemplate the imagination generated by the text.

What if you focused on the lantern's light? Or the man? Or the sound-

scape?

3. Read the text by assuming that it was written by you, at some point in

your life. Use the text to figure out when, where and why. Along this path,

there's a whole new "fiction" of reading that branches the text in new di-

rections. What if it was written by your mother? Or by an imaginary char-

acter? What ifyou are reading it as an editor, making changes to the text?

In other words, there are unexplored infinities of text, branching out

from the moment of creation called reading. The Garden of Forking Paths

is an allegory of these lands of reading, of an inherent potential of text, a

possibility that lies within the reality of reading. Indeed, this possibility has

always been there, waiting for us. To reach the garden, you have to become

creative with your way of travelling, by reading.

Ofthe Gates Leading to the Garden

The Garden of Forking Paths, as described by the story, therefore exists

not as a fictive place, but as an underused field of culture: a latent land of

meaning, extending beyond the "proper" uses of text.

These unknown lands of meaning would be explorable by reading that

From the rear of the house within a lantern approached: a lantern that the

trees sometimes striped and sometimes eclipsed, a paper lantern that had the

form ofa drum and the color ofthe moon. A tall man bore it.

Since you're now "here", upon these words, I will assume that you've "read"

the passage above. But what have you actually done? How did you travel

on this path made for meanings?

The answer might seem self-explanatory: You've read it. But think of this

customary manner of "reading" as a particular manner of travelling,

amongst many possibilities. This thought is a key towards the garden.

To trace that journey anew:
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approaches text as a sculptor does clay: with the inherent right to create,

and an expectation of a path different from others. But while our culture

contains tools for a sculptor, from concrete tools such as modeling knives

and scrapers, to conceptual tools such as styles of sculpting and a history

of different approaches and principles, there is no such cultural reservoir

for creative reading. Surely, such approaches are employed within every

reading, to an extent – but because we lack the historical recognition of

different styles and approaches, we are not trained for the exploration of

these lands, and lack the discourse about its approaches.

To point back to an example above: A normal reader would not presume

the "right" to read as if the text was written by them, because the culture

has not included that approach within its history. More generally, the cul-

ture does not recognize that "right" as an approach, obscuring the possibi-

lities that would rely upon it. We are looking towards a cultural blind spot,

a branch ofculture we've never constructed.

But construct we should. And that's why we're here, at the gates of the

Garden, and the infinite lands that lie beyond it. The rest of this text aims

to help you to travels within those lands. The beginning you've just pre-

sumably read was both a report on the Garden's existence, and a travel

preparation, giving you a rudimentary understanding of its nature. Now

it's time to start preparing for your travels.

To equip for those travels, we shall dive into techniques for creative rea-

ding, or in other words, styles of travel in the Garden ofForking Paths.
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2 TECHNIQUES

To set up a creative approach to reading, think about it in the following

fashion:

2 . 1 OF READING AS A PLATFORM OF CREATION

When you're reading, words trigger meanings within you. Each of those

triggered meanings offers you a chance to decide how you employ them –

how you play their cards onto the table ofyour mind, among other cards.

The key moment here is the chance to decide: In our culture, this moment

is rarely emphasized, rarely discussed – a silent part of our reading. But

that privilege is there. No one grants it for you, but it's yours to take.

Once you assume that privilege, there's practically infinite ways to play

your cards. But how to navigate within that infinity, to find out what's out

there, and to travel to somewhere that interests you? Without navigation,

you could aimlessly drift through unknown lands, which can be interes-

ting in and of itself– but it should not be your only possibility.

From Drifting to Travelling

The techniques presented here are designed as rudimentary

tools for navigation. Each provides a sense of direction.

Together, they function like a map: as techniques branch

out into different directions, they create an overview of a

larger area.

Of course, this map is merely a beginner's sketch – we've

only scratched the surface with our modest explorations.

There's much more out there, even in terms of general di-

rections towards which you could travel. This map is like

ancient cartography, from the times we had little knowled-

ge of the earth as a whole. To us, these maps are mostly fa-

scinating, not functional. At their time, though, such maps

were perhaps even more vital than contemporary maps,

certainly more enlightening to presence of an unknown

world.

The mapping these techniques provide is one of the main

reasons for their existence, an expression for their field of

Case Studies

Hidden in this manual, there are not only

many paths, but also three different au-

thors. Small signs indicate a change of au-

thor. In boxes like this, you meet a fourth

author that is a reader like you, practicing

on the manual: me. These boxes contain

case-studies, that show my personal expe-

dition as a reader, travelling through some

parts of Borges' short story The Garden of

Forking Paths. In every box, I will use a

technique to find one hidden path of an

infinite number of hidden paths. The tech-

niques that I will use are quite simple. Still,

they already lead to undiscovered territo-

ries of the text, opening up unique mean-

ings and experiences.
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possibilities. But there's another reason for the techniques as a style of ex-

pression: to open up an avenue of learning, and sharing what you've lear-

ned. Each of the descriptions here aim for precisely this. They are

instructions for changing your reading and, hopefully, inspirations for

creating your own instructions for the styles that you discover.

2 . 2 STRATEGIES OF READING

Let's start from a birds-eye view, and explore techniques that approach

reading as a whole. One could say that they provide multiple ways of an-

swering the following questions:

What is my general strategy of reading? What kinds of material am I

looking for, and what do I build from the materials I find?

Comprehension: Reading towards the Intention

The conventional process of reading is based on a strategy of comprehen-

ding. That is, the reader aims to understand what the text "says". The text

is taken as an instrument for a chain of thoughts: You follow that chain,

using the thoughts it triggers within you like building blocks or jigsaw

pieces.

Each moment ofreading could be described by these general questions:

How does this fit with what I've built earlier? How does it affect what I've

built with this text, and through my life as a whole?

These questions point to another technical aspect of the comprehensive

strategy: When these questions fail to be answered, the river of meaning

that you're mixing together from the small springs of words loses its flow.

If you don't understand how a part fits with meanings you've constructed

(with that particular text, or through your life), you usually stop until you

molded the piece and the construction together.

The reading aims to build structures of thought which interact with you,

and merge with yourself in one way or another. Sometimes they serve

clear purposes, like learning something specific. Sometimes they surprise

you, challenging your balance and order of things, forcing you to rethink.

Sometimes they feel like a passing moment, perhaps of enjoyment, or re-

jection. Still, all of them leave some mark, because you've processed them,

lived through them.
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A Place for Comprehension

The creative reading in no way challenges the usefulness of this strategy.

Indeed, we've constructed this text towards it – but we did this in the light

of its strengths, not because this is the one and only way of reading. For all

its usefulness, it's still just one strategy, among many possibilities.

Which is why we describe it here, as a first technique: To understand it as

a specific strategy, among others, the key is to perceive what happens

when it is employed. Like all other strategies, it consists of choices, choices

that have become too automated by the strength of their convention. It

comes about by the choices you make, by decisions where you could have

chosen otherwise.

In terms of exploration, the key to this strategy is to perceive it in action:

perceive that reading is a choice. With that perception, there comes a pos-

sibility to modify it. What ifyou expressed your style as questions? What if

you changed those questions a bit? What if you emphasized a certain area?

What if you treated the moments you stop as moments to ask: Why did

you stop? What stopped you?

Generation: Reading towards Yourself

In generative strategy, the focus is not so much on the text, but on yourself.

As its overlaying questions, it asks:

What is happening within you (while you read)? What is the most

interesting thought process within you, right now (whether it's a stray

association or something "properly" related to text itself)?

Put aside the focus on what the text "means". Instead, approach it as a ge-

nerator. Your aim is to generate something out of it: formed thoughts,

other words, images. Whether they're near or far from the text's intention

does not matter. Instead of authenticity, focus upon interest: if an interes-

ting thought sparks within you, concentrate upon it, follow where it goes,

however far from the text it takes you.

During generative interpretation, the act of reading is often different

from the conventional run-through style. You can spend considerable time

with a particular passage, jump back and forth among the words, skip, re-

peat to strengthen the triggered thoughts. Your "distance" from the text is

likewise variable: Sometimes your thoughts are far off from the text, con-

cerned with developments that have taken many steps and thoughts away

from their source, sometimes they might be extremely concentrated on

the words themselves (but not necessarily following intention).
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As an illustrative example, try reading one sentence, then looking at an

image. With both of them at hand, think of them in the light of each other.

The situation of comparison can be approached as open manner, pursuing

what thoughts may come. It is also open to many perspectives: you could

think of the text as a caption for the image – that would be one perspec-

tive, which would open up a path for your thoughts. But you could also

think of the text as a comment, or an inspiration for the image.

Of course, it's possible to have more sources than two. With many

sources, the sense of comparison can easily become muddled. If you want

to set up such situations, it helps to approach the comparison systemati-

cally, giving the sources a particular role in the comparison, which will di-

rect your concern.

Sensuality: Reading towards the Sense ofthe Imaginary

With this strategy, text is used to generate imaginary sensual output. You

could condense it with the following questions:

What happens to the meanings, thoughts I've generated, when I reflect

them against another source? What new perspectives these different

sources can offer to each other?

The key to this strategy is to rethink your relation to the text. Now the text

is not about the train of meaning, pushing forward. Rather, it's more like

threads that will weave themselves to sensual fabric. The weaving might

take time, and can of course sometimes fail – but keep this relation in

mind while you read, and you should generate voluminous sensual fabric.

So, start by rethinking your relation to the text. Ask how a place looks,

sounds, and give their generation some time.

Comparison: Reading through Interrelation

In this strategy, the sources are multiple: the passage you're reading is

being actively compared to something else. This could be another passage

of text, an image, an event of life... anything. It asks:

What kind of visions does your passage generate? What sights, sounds,

smells you gain from it? How to offer a place for those passing senses, and

use them a ground where they can persevere, make their mark upon you?
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Fitting and non-fitting

Don't skirt away from observing the potential senses of sources that seem

unusual or unfitting. For example, take the word "generate" – what images

does it bring to your mind? Yes, by itself it's conventionally considered as

an "abstract" concept. But give the thought a little time, and fleeting traces

of sense might appear to you.

Within imagination, there's a continuum between the sensual and non-

sensual. Interesting things exist in between. Sometimes you get murky

images with a larger meaning attached to them. Sometimes when you

spend time with a simple image, its surface seems to call in deeper, inap-

parent echoes. Moving in this in between, towards one end or another, can

bring up unusual things and thoughts.

Growing Senses

Often you get just a fleeing impression, a pass-by mo-

ment in some mix of senses. Try to catch these – that is,

stop at their moment, recall what just passed you by

(even if the thing itself changes as you recall it), hold it in

your focus and let it grow. Growth leads to change. But as

earlier, change is not to be feared – it's almost inevitable,

and a source of fertility in itself. Fighting against the

change would possibly kill your source. Let it grow how it

may.

Such growth might lead you somewhat far from your

source, or what you feel that would be authentic to the

text. With this change, you have many options: First, you

might take whatever is interesting, authentic or not.

Second, you might strive for authenticity to keep a

strong relationship with the text, perhaps by modifying

the imagination itself. Here's a simple, but quite effective

trick for that: Just ask the imagination for what you want.

You can do this repeatedly, even argue with your imagi-

nation. Treat it like a trusted colleague – it can be surpri-

singly effective.

Third, you might use the differences between your imagination, and your

expectations of the text as fertile points of comparison. The distance crea-

ted is a porthole not just to the text, but to yourself.

Dividing Time between Text and Imagination

Some people are beholden to the time they spend with their imagination:

They construct locations out of their reading, exploring them, settling

themselves into them. Whether you're such a person or not, the question

Case No. 1

"I went up to my room; absurdly I locked the

door and threw myselfon my back on the nar-

row iron cot. Through the window I saw the

familiar roofs and the cloud-shaded six o'clock

sun. It seemed incredible to me that that day

without premonitions or symbols should be the

one ofmy inexorable death."

Focusing strongly on the illustrative power

this excerpt has, it appears in my mind as a

hyperreal scenery, yet opening up for all pos-

sibilities. Nothing can be fixed in this situa-

tion. Even the walls are moving, the small bed

could leave or attack at any moment. The

roofs could grow down on the houses or on

the person. The sun seems to flicker. Every

part of the scenery detaches itself from its

usual condition and turns into an unpredic-

table actor.
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of dividing time between text and the imaginary senses is a common oc-

currence for this strategy. Both sides tend to have their own liveliness and

flow constantly changing by the presence ofyour thought.

This question is something you learn to answer by experience and ex-

perimentation. It's up to you. But this with this strategy, consider both

sources equal, for a start.

Contemplation: Reading to Be There

The passage is set as a source of contemplation. It is given time and

thought without concern for its understanding or output. As it's essential

questions, it asks you:

Where am I (when I'm reading)? How am I (when I'm reading)?

The strategy of contemplation focuses upon spending time in the envi-

ronment of text. If the task of reading is normally to flow forward, con-

structing a unified architecture ofmeaning, contemplation wanders on the

fields of text, without a specific aim, contemplating the flowers ofmeaning

it happens to come by. These flowers may reside close to the text, or appe-

ar in thoughts far away from the source. This varying distance is a feature

contemplation shares with generation.

Of course, there are differences between contemplation and generation.

Most ofall, the contemplative strategy is not aimed towards the generation

ofmaterial itself, but rather your presence and being in the environment of

the text, and the time you spend within it.

The Root ofContemplation

To initiate the contemplative strategy, think of yourself standing in within

of the text – not walking forward, running, getting towards a goal... just

standing there. Around you, you have some words – if you contemplate

them, they will grow into meanings. If you contemplate them more, they

might grow further, or branch into different paths ofmeaning.

This is why you're here: to observe this growth, which is inherently weird

– graphic signs transforming into altogether different presences in your

mind, presences that are lively, changing all the while as you observe them.

You can always move, in whichever direction, to observe another passage,

and the growth it instills.

Once you get to this point, contemplation becomes an anchor: you may

grow interested in this or that, change your strategy (which you're free to

change at any point), but you can always come back to the fields of con-

templation.

In some ways, you can even treat this strategy as the most elemental re-
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lationship between you and the text. You don't have to, of course, and I'm

not arguing that it is. But such an approach provides an alternate perspec-

tive where text is more like a ground, and you're not always a traveller, but

someone who's spending time in a garden, just being there.

Hunting: Reading to Find Something

Hunting strategy defines itself through its targets, then transforms the

reading to serve the finding and catching of that target. It's key questions

could be phrased like this:

What am I looking for? How am I looking for it? In what guise does it

appear to me through the text, and its meaning?

Many people use targets for reading. These targets tend to be practical,

providing support structures for building meaning: study targets for tests,

seeking to extract a definition out ofa larger text etc.

But setting a target is a creative act in itself. The range ofpotential targets

is inherently open. And once the target is created, the style of hunting is a

creative act as well, open to all kinds ofapproaches.

Directions Conceived by Targets

Let's start with the creation ofa target. First, acknowledge the freedom you

have: You could set a goal of observing just the sense of movement within

the thoughts and imagination generated from the text. What kind of

movement does the word "stir" create for you? How do you see the move-

ment from the description of a person walking? What about more meta-

phorical movement, like the word "extract" in a more abstract text? How

does the movement appear in such a text?

But your target could be quite different, and your reading would become

different through it. What if you would concentrate on adjectives, and see

what kind of similarities they create? What if you would set your target as

constantly answering the question: What am I doing here?

As you might agree, the wide expanse of targeting creates a wide range of

practices of reading. The key here is to let go of practical reason: Your

choice does not have to have a reasoned need, serve the gods of efficiency

(which sometimes seem to be the most powerful gods we serve, even ifwe

don't know their names). Rather, try things out: take one target out of

whimsy, see for a minute what it brings to you, and change the target for

the next minute. This approach will sooner or later bring you to an inte-

resting process, which you might want to continue longer – and, of course,

you're completely free to do that.
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Style ofHunting

Your style of hunting is dependent on your target: Hunting for particular

words is usually slower, taking place close to the details of the text. Hun-

ting for larger themes might move faster, but rely on taking distance from

the text to summarize your thoughts.

As a general style, though, it helps to read slower. The slowness tends to

happen by itself when you're hunting – since there's an extra element, the

practices of reading tend to fall off their smooth mechanics, and losing the

speed they offer. But it might be fruitful to go even slower, and stop from

time to time, so that you can take time to notice the hidden details. Think

of it like this: since your target is something you've brought alongside the

text, your interests are likely to lie a bit off the road the author seeks to

draw for you.

You might notice that many of these notes overlap with the activity of an

actual hunter. This is not a coincidence – on the contrary, it leads to the

most fertile advice I can give you on the strategy of hunting (and to the

reason why it's called hunting, and not seeking or searching):

Think of yourself as a hunter, among text, among meaning. These are

two different realms – you're present in both. Think of how you move,

how you survey your environments, how you search their wilderness for

traces of your target. This gives you a figural counterpoint to the abstract-

ness of reading. Look at yourself, tracking down your target, in the multi-

tude of guises it might appear. See your presence with a similar richness

and variety. This figure of you against the abstractness is best general

source I can offer you.

In the End, the Strategies Are Endless

As with any field of strategy, the possibilities do not end here. Rather, take

the styles represented here as more of an introduction. These styles are

imaginary: everyone is ultimately their own strategist.

But, whatever your style, you're always a strategist when you step into a

text.
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2 . 3 AGENTS OF TEXT

So far, you and I have looked at reading in terms of general strategy like

conventional comprehension, and new ones like the comparison or hun-

ting. By changing your reading strategy just a bit, your direction in the

garden has changed at the same time. Even taking a small step aside from

your normal track has already created a completely new path inside the

garden. And there are still more aspects to reading, and like the Strategies,

you don’t need to recalibrate your compass that much in order to discover

new paths.

Now, we are going to look at what I would like to call agents of text. The

central question here is:

Who am I? Why and with what purpose am I interacting with it? What,

outside the text, influences my perception ofa text? And in what way?

You probably imagine an agent to be something like the protagonist, Yu

Tsun, of Borges’ story: a spy, a killer, somebody who has a mission to ac-

complish, who changes the paths of history. Well, an agent of text is

somewhat like this. Instead of influencing how history evolves, it influ-

ences how you and others read a story (or generally: a text), it takes action

on a text. Although in a lot of cases an agent of text is a person, it doesn’t

necessarily need be.

So, what exactly is an agent of text, you may ask. Can you give an exam-

ple? Well, yes I can, but it will be so obvious you may be a bit disappointed.

The thing is: You are already an agent of text, a reader. You are the most

essential agent, the one whose action consists of reading this text. Depen-

ding on who you are, you will have a different path towards it. Imagine for

example, that you are ten years younger. How would you read this manu-

al? Would you like it? How would you understand it? What would interest

you then, compared to here and now?

Essentially, you can use agents of text for two different purposes. Recal-

ling our metaphor of the garden of forking paths, an agent of text could on

one hand be your guide. It will show you how it found its way into the

garden, inviting you to follow it. On the other hand, you can use an agent

of text to become your own guide, paving your way into the garden of

forking paths. The options are limitless – but I will show you the basics, as

long as you will take me as your guide for another field of techniques.
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Following a Guide

Although this may not always be the case,

your perception of a text is often heavily

influenced by a couple of agents. If, for ex-

ample, you learn that your favourite writer

(let’s say Dostoyevsky) happened to be a

severe anti-Semite, the way you read cha-

racter descriptions will dramatically change.

If your mother recommends a book to you,

adding that it has been the best book that

she ever read, you will try to understand

what your mother has seen in the book. Or

if you learn that a more or less forgotten

play has been a huge success in the 19th

century, you eventually come to a new

image ofwhat people from the 19th century

were like. Usually, these things happen on

their own – but now we want to turn this

into a field of techniques.

Remember the comparative reading strat-

egy? If you attempt to follow a guide, you

use one variation of the comparative strat-

egy. While reading, you always keep a cer-

tain agent of text in your mind and try to

see what this agent might have seen (and

you wouldn’t). In doing so, there is no right

or wrong: As long as you find new paths

you won’t leave the garden. And every cor-

ner of the garden is beautiful.

But how do I actually use this, you might be asking. Again, there is no

right or wrong, but it could be something like this: Someone gives you a

novel and says “I haven’t read the book, but I just thought you might like

it.” You can now either just read the story and eventually forget how the

book came into your hands, or you follow the agent. In this example, you

would automatically try to find answers to the following questions: If she

hasn’t read the book, what about it made her think I would enjoy it? Did

she guess right? Am I enjoying it? If yes, for what reasons? Are these the

same reasons that I think this agent has thought of? What does this say

about our relationship?

As you can see, the way you approach and read the book will change

dramatically if you follow another agent. Of course, you will need to read

the text, but what you get out of it is something completely different than if

you would have read it without a guide. Following an agent will not only

Case No. 2

"His face, within the vivid circle of the lamplight, was unques-

tionably that of an old man, but with something unalterable

about it, even immortal. He read with slow precision two ver-

sions ofthe same epic chapter. In the first, an army marches to a

battle across a lonely mountain; the horror of the rocks and

shadows makes the men undervalue their lives and they gain an

easy victory. In the second, the same army traverses a palace

where a great festival is taking place; the resplendent battle

seems to them a continuation of the celebration and they win

the victory. I listened with proper veneration to these ancient

narratives, perhaps less admirable in themselves than the fact

that they had been created by my blood and were being restored

to me by a man ofa remote empire, in the course ofa desperate

adventure, on a Western isle. I remember the last words, repea-

ted in each version like a secret commandment: Thus fought the

heroes, tranquil their admirable hearts, violent their swords, re-

signed to kill and to die."

I recalled that the Garden of Forking Paths was published in

1941, during World War II. Just recently, the Battle of Britain

had ended, with Nazi-Germany giving up on its plans to con-

quer Britain. So I imagined that this story was not written by

Borges, but by a German writer who is disappointed about the

lost air battle. Doing so, the passage makes me think of the

Wehrmacht as individuals, desperately trying to create heroic

narratives that undervalue their own lives, and not only those

of their enemies.
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let you focus on different aspects of a text, but also change your way of in-

teracting with it. I’ll come to that in the next part of this chapter.

If you are familiar with this style, you can make it more challenging.

Think of any agents of text that strike you as interesting, but now you mo-

dify them. Imagine another writer has written the text, imagine yourself in

ten years reading the text, read the text as if it were holy to you or any

person you know, read a report as a work of fiction and a novel as the do-

cumentary of real events. Some things may work better with some texts

than others.

CreatingYour Own Guide

Now, we want to look at the other purpose of agents of text. As I mentio-

ned earlier, you can create your own agents and pave your own paths into

the garden. Those new agents can be used for more than the comparative

reading strategy explained above: they can expand your interaction opti-

ons with the text.

Although there are a lot of possibilities on how to create new agents of

text, I want to introduce you to a model. This model is based on five para-

meters: production, reception, distribution, advocacy and action. Each

agent can be described through a combination of those five. Don’t worry, I

am going to explain each of these parameters in just a second. But keep in

mind that, like every model, this is only one approach to agents of text –

there may be other models with completely different parameters or di-

mensions.

Production

This parameter defines how much influence an agent of text has on the

production of a text. At first, you may think that only an author produces

a text, but this is, of course, not true. A friend for example that discusses

certain points of a plot with the author influences the production, so does

a publisher who is eager to bring a book of a recently deceased celebrity

onto the market. As you can see, the influence an agent has on production

changes gradually between agents. Some may influence the parameter

only a little, others to a great extent. This will be true for every parameter.

Reception

Reception names the parameter that defines how much an agent influ-

ences how you actually read a text. In a sense, most agents influence this

parameter. But a salesperson in a bookshop has rather less influence on

your reception than your literature teacher.
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Distribution

Unlike the first two parameters, the others seem less obvious. In the first

place, a text needs to be written and read, but there is more to a whole

culture of reading than only these two things. One of these is the parame-

ter of distribution. Texts need to circulate, they need to be spread. Think-

ing about text from this perspective introduces a whole set of new agents.

Publishing houses, newspaper or bookshops are all different agents that

have a great influence on the distribution ofa text.

Advocacy

In a culture of reading, there are always people that speak for or against

books. Think of critics for example. They form their own sphere inside the

world of literature. Priests, rabbis or imams work in very similar way, as

they all are speaking of (and mostly in favor of) a book or text. This sort of

relationship towards text is meant by the parameter advocacy.

Action

The last parameter is summarized by the very vague term of action. When

we think about a text or a book, we normally assume that the main pur-

pose ofa text is that it will be read. In a sense, this is true, but many people

use a text just as the basis for something else, for another action. Directors

or actors are sometimes working on the basis of a text, but their main fo-

cus lies on something else than just reading the text. This is true for illus-

trators, PR-agents or a salesperson as well. There are a lot possibilities to

interact with text and I will come back to this later when you are going to

learn about Creative Acts.

As I said earlier, these five parameters just form a model. If you change the

model, and you are invited to do so, you will change the approach towards

agents of text. Nonetheless, what is important here, is that you can, on the

one hand, now categorize and understand each agent of text from different

perspectives. On the other hand, you are capable of creating completely

new agents of text. Have a look at the following graphic.
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There are five angles for the five parameters. Depending on how much

influence an agent of text has on the parameters, the value is set from the

middle to the angle (although it is not a value that one could measure). As

you can see, there are already three agents of text inside the graphic: the

basic reader, writer and publisher. You can now add more to your liking.

What if you wanted to create an agent that focuses both on distribution

and advocacy?

I hope you already see a value in creating new agents of text. As we con-

tinue with other aspects of reading, you will eventually see that in combi-

nation with other techniques, agents of text form an important part of a

new culture ofreading.

2 . 4 GIVING THE TEXT A NEW LOOK: MENTAL
ACTIONS WHILE READING

Usually, a text comes with a certain look: its appearance already indicates

how we are supposed to read the text, predefines our attitude or reading

mode toward it. If a text comes, say, as a book with a very well-designed

cover that has colourful drawings on it, we will probably travel through

the text rather fast, as we are not to be kept with details but have to follow

the story. This also goes, I guess, for blogs, where we want to follow the

greater line of thinking rather than seeking for hidden paths. However, if

the text comes in a rather sober form – a pdf with a scientific title, a book

with an almost empty cover – we also tend to read more slowly, we change

our look at the text. It seems to me that we very often do judge a book for

its cover: The way a text looks also changes the way we look at the text.

By look, I do not only mean the layout or the greater form, but also the

language of the text itself. It makes a great difference whether a text tries to

be funny, deep or intellectually challenging, scientific or thrilling – very

few texts manage to be all of these things at once. And depending on this

language, again, our view is a different one, the route on which we will

travel through the text has a different texture, affecting our travelling be-

haviour.

When we travel through a text, we of course don’t simply look at the pa-

ges. Our eye moves, and along with it, our imagination: Travelling through

the text is a physical thing, and most of the times we rely upon main rou-

tes, meaning that we have a certain style of travelling. This chapter is

about changing the basic travelling rules we usually go with, the rules that

we agree upon once we have decided on the route we will travel on. Those

rules mainly consist of a certain way to move your eye: How fast, how far,

and in which order do you take up your route?
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By adding new rules to your travelling behaviour or meddling with those

you already use, you will easily notice new paths that lead you off the main

route:

How does the text react and the meaning change if I change my way of

moving through it?

Tempo

The tempo in which a text is read is most of the time given by its language.

The more sophisticated, the longer it will take us to travel through. Long

sentences, unknown vocabulary, lyrical phrases and a somewhat strange

use of grammar are the most common double bends down the broader

roads. Try breaking these barriers and running down the road. Try rea-

ding fast. Try reading other things slow, really, really slow, as if you’d for-

mulate every single word anew in your head. Watch as the dimensions of

the road change as you change your tempo. Be the slug or the eagle in your

labyrinth, discovering either the greater picture or new, tiny details.

Focus

This slug-eagle-opposition not only works with tempo, but also with focus.

Try focussing on different chunks that you read at a time, from single

words to whole paragraphs. The bigger the unit, the more complex the

reading possibilities become, as sentences overlap, the sense of time within

the text begins to change and even single words receive new meanings.

Distance

Distance manipulation, the third dimension within this slug-eagle oppo-

sition, is the most physical one: You can press the text onto your nose, hold

it away from you, maybe even look away and close your eyes every few

sentences. This will completely change your focus, one will make you lite-

rally see new things, while the other one will leave the seeing completely to

your mind.

Order

Then, of course, you can also change the order in which you read. Now

this is kind of understood as a sacrilege, especially if it comes to the rea-

ding of fiction. On the other hand, when you are reading a non-fiction

text, it can happen quite easily – endnotes (footnotes) are the best example

for this. So maybe take this eagle ofyours and let it hop from page to page.
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Sound

Up until now, when I was speaking of reading,

you and I alike probably thought of reading si-

lently, for yourself. There are, again, many ways

to approach reading in an acoustic manner:

from reading out loud to whispering the text. If

you are reading silently, think about the voice

you read the text in. Can you change it to be

another one?

Case No. 3

"He believed in an infinite series of times, in a growing,

dizzying net of divergent, convergent and parallel times.

This network of times which approached one another, for-

ked, broke off, or were unaware of one another for centu-

ries, embraces all possibilities oftime. We do not exist in the

majority of these times; in some you exist, and not I; in

others I, and not you; in others, both ofus"

I imagine the voice of my mother reading this passage to

me. Doing this, the passage brings up a variety of questi-

ons concerning the possibilities ofmotherhood without a

child, childhood without mother, childbirth without mo-

ther.

2 . 5 LINKING YOUR READING TO THE OUTSIDE
WORLD

So there’s you, the way you look at the text, the text, and the agent – and

there’s also the outside world. The outside world is often actively gated out,

especially if you’re reading a so-called page turner. In this chapter, we will

take a look at methods that bring this outside world into the relation be-

tween you and the book. The paths that you can discover here are as infi-

nite as the world we live in. By methods such as cutting, writing, talking

and many more, the text, you, and the surrounding world begin to inter-

twine.

Where do I end, and where does the text begin? How do the words

become a text that connects to the world surrounding it and me?

The Atmosphere

A simple and often subconsciously used example of this intertwinement is

the imposing of an atmosphere: Where do you read? What body position

do you read in? What sounds and noises are surrounding you? If you are,

for example, reading in the bus, how is this different from reading in your

bed all alone? Does your behaviour change? I, for instance, often laugh out

loud when reading a funny passage. But when I’m in public, I do this a lot

less.

It is easy to change the atmosphere consciously by listening to different

styles of music while reading, changing the light or the company – some
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texts are more fun when read in public, watching other people, so these

people can be your inspiration for character creation. By imposing an at-

mosphere, you are adding new elements to the text, getting creative with

its structure as well as changing its meaning.

The Conversation

This approach towards the outside world that the text stands in touch with

can also be consciously engaged by speech: Talking about the text.

There are many ways in which this kind of talking can work – usually, we

chat about or criticize the author, the content or the language. Those al-

ready create many paths in our perception, depending not only on the

systemic view we use, but also on our partners in discussion. Thus, to add

new paths to the text, talk about it to different people (maybe even stran-

gers) and in different manners. Be an advocate for the book even though

you didn’t like it. This will make you not only focus on different passages

or see them in a new light, it will maybe even force you to think of new

parts that aren’t in the text yet, parts that would make you like it. Try

speaking as if you were a character of the book. Talk about the book as if it

were your dream. Approach people of which you know they have read it

and try to convince them of paths in the book that so far only you have

seen.

Basically, any text can be taken as material for an action, depending on

your set goal. This sounds really vague, so let me give you some examples.

The Physicality

A text is always physical in some form, and there is no reason for it not to

be physically altered. For its form to stay intact in an abstract way, I, for

instance, always write my notes and thoughts into a book, whenever I'm

reading non-fiction. Maybe you could try this with fiction as well. Or, to

retell a story I once heard, why not use a book you're reading as a kind of

diary, writing what you did the day you read a certain passage, or where

you were – and years later, you will see how much you and the book have

influenced each other.

The opposite of this action is bringing the text into the world by extrac-

ting parts of it. Again, with non-fiction or quoting, this is already a com-

mon way to deal with texts. This action however can be intensified by you,

selecting parts that make you feel a certain way. Whenever you want to go

back to this feeling, just read the part that you've extracted. Maybe you will

have a collection made out of different parts from different books, and to-

gether, they will again tell you something completely new.
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The Taste

An action can also mean that you want to change the text to suit your taste

or your current interest. You are, in a way, making it your own. Ifyou want

to make a text into a life-companion (as for some people the Bible and for

others Dr. Faustus), it can really help to change the text to fit you better.

For example, if there are parts, sentences

or even words you think shouldn't be

there – cut them out. No one is gonna

stop you! Can you see the path toward

your favourite text opening?

Now, you can of course replace the cut-

out parts with other ones. You could even

do this systematically. Let’s say you are

reading Nietzsche: just replace every sexist

passage with a passage about the sky.

(This can also be very inspirational for

yourself if you try to write a sentence

about the sky in the style of a certain phi-

losopher.) Or you could decide on just one

word that you will always replace with

another one just because you can, and see

how this changes the meaning of a text

altogether.

Seeing texts as a material for action allows us to rip them out of context

and throw them into new ones. Texts can be reread, rewritten or remixed

(how about a crossover ofAtlas Shrugged and The Communist Manifesto?),

their meaning unfolding anew every time you only take one step off from

the highway into the field, creating a new path.

The Creation

While reading the last paragraph, or maybe even before that, you were

probably thinking that you are kind of meddling with the agent of the

writer. That you, by engaging in the described possible activities, are

somehow breaking the rules of your role as a reader. Well, that is kind of

true but at the same time completely wrong, since this fear stems from the

idea that writing is active and reading passive; that creation and reception

should be kept in separate worlds. I would rather call it a bending and

expanding of the rules than a breaking, since reading and writing go hand

in hand.

As a reader, you are always a co-creator of the text, albeit not always

consciously. The images that occur in your head while reading, the voices

of the characters and the greater context of meaning that emerges out of

the reading are always your own. No two readings of a text are alike – try

Case No. 4

"Beneath English trees I meditated on that lost solidarity: I imagi-

ned it inviolate and perfect at the secret crest of a mountain; I

imagined it erased by rice fields or beneath the water; I imagined

it infinite, no longer composed of octagonal kiosks and returning

paths, but ofrivers and provinces and kingdoms. . . I thought ofa

solidarity of solidarities, of one sinuous spreading solidarity that

would encompass the past and the future and in some way involve

the stars."

This passage repeatedly contains the word „labyrinth“ or

„maze“. Taking this as a chance, I decided to exchange this word

with another term that is on my mind at the moment: „Solida-

rity“. This replacement makes me think of solidarity in terms I

didn’t think about it before: as an aesthetic, almost metaphysical

phenomenon.
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rereading your favourite child’s novel and see, how different is is.

So what happens if you apply some of the ideas of this text to other texts

is not really a breaking the rules, but rather an expansion of your possibi-

lities.

Then, as a writer, you are always a reader. You cannot write without rea-

ding at the same time, it is even physically impossible – besides the fact

that as a writer, you always read and reread what you have written, before

you rewrite it.

To write means to create meaning in a text, and so does to read. So there is

actually no clear boundary between writing and reading, but rather a

continuum. That’s why I encourage you to take the next step of pathfin-

ding within the maze: Just open up a new one by imagining it, be it a turn

in the story or a twist in a theoretical argumentation, be it for yourself or

for another reader or writer.

2 . 6 COMBINING ALL THE ELEMENTS: SYSTEMS OF
READING

The areas we have described form a type of palette. They are not only in-

dividual fields, but a collection that can be combined for styles. Like a

painter, who dabs in some green hues to paint the feather coat of a parrot,

then turns to add some yellow for its beak, eventually ending up with the

likeness of the bird, the fields here offer a possibility ofmixing a bit of this,

a touch of that, to create a form for an imaginary reader.

The question is, then: How to paint with this palette?

A rather large and complicated question. To cut it down to size, let's look

at an example ofa reading technique:
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Within this style of reading, you can trace several of the fields described

above. On one hand you can take this as a reading strategy. But you can

also see it being developed through the agent of the fisher, answering how

would a fisher operate in the realm of text. Likewise, the style addresses

how you physically move within the text, and can be seen as patterns of

that movement. And finally, the definition that you create for yourself is

something that that you produce outside the text.

In sum, while you can look at this technique in terms of individual fields,

it's more a combination, treating the fields as a palette to paint techniques

with.

This part of our map is about everything we explored before, looking at

those explorations as tools of creation. There's another infinite collection

ofways to approach such creation, I cannot cover them all. But I can cover

some.

Creation through Perspectives

With this approach, each field is a perspective, a way of looking at things,

an approach that puts things under a different light. For example, if you

start from an agent, let's say a person that is so tired that they're constantly

falling asleep while they're reading.

This sets up a potentially interesting agent. For the sake of example, let's

change the perspective immediately, and think of this sleepiness in terms

of physical approach with the text. For example: closing your eyes after a

passage, perhaps jumping through the text, semi-chaotically, trying to

connect the separate parts together.

To change the perspective again, let's next emphasize your creation with

the text. This opens a way to dreaming: After closing your eyes, "dream"

about the passages you just read, letting them associate freely, move else-

where... then open your eyes and continue reading, trying to merge your

"dreams" with the continuing text. Like a sleepy reader, if the parts don't

fit, you can judge that you dreamt them – but if they do fit, you can use

them to augment the text.

With the perspectivist approach, the fields open possibilities of seeing

things in a new light, emphasizing different aspects and the opportunities

they contain. When you use this approach to create new techniques of

reading, perceive the fields like waypoints, offering different ways to guide

your travels. Wherever you are, they give you the possibility of turning,

and looking elsewhere.
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Creation through Variation

This approach is a relative of perspectives, but its attitude and results are

quite different. Here, every field is more like a controller you can fiddle

with: a knob you can turn, a button you can push. All this requires is fo-

cus, and figuring out the options.

To illuminate this mysterious description, let's walk through an example.

We were just creating a reading style based upon the idea of a dreamer. If

we were to create by variation, our first phase would be finding and

picking a focus, which could be the dreamer itself. What happens when we

focus upon it, and start to fiddle with it?

In sum, we open a range of experimental possibilities: What if, rather

than a dreamer, we would switch the agent to a person that hallucinates?

Since we only switched that, everything else starts out as before – but the

switching might create its own ideas towards the structure: Perhaps the

closing of the eyes is not as relevant as it was before. How about making

the eyes wander, over the page, perhaps also the environment surrounding

the page? What if we made a rule where the eyes would catch fragmented

separate pieces of meaning by wandering around after a couple of sen-

tences? In this case the form of dreaming functions almost the same, but

would be thought as hallucinations.

Ofcourse, we could switch this focus to many other ideas as well. What if

the dreamer is replaced by someone praying? The faith that this type of

praying belongs to could be created by using this praying style as its seed.

What kind ofreligion would pray like this?

Let's focus on something else, for example the opening and closing of

your eyes. Can we invert that? That is, could there be a form of reading

that mostly happens eyes closed? Perhaps if we stare a part of text, eyes

open, then we close our eyes and read what we remember? This might

lead to a form where memory is the central idea. Perhaps if you read a

passage quickly, then interpret it at length in memory, not looking at the

text? Then you re-read the text, and use the differences from your memory

reading and the words on the page to reflect upon yourself, your own ten-

dencies.

As mentioned earlier, this is a relative of the perspectivist approach in the

sense that it uses viewpoints. But its approach is more system-based,

where the situation of reading is a giant switchboard of choices, and your

first task is to find a knob to focus upon (the text itself is part of the

switchboard, of course, and you can fiddle with it as well). Because of this

approach, the results are different. It is also a good way to create some-

thing out of existing material, not just "nothing" – an approach I highly

encourage.
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SummingUp

The fields that we have discovered are not meant as absolutes. They are

more like a coordination ofpoints, a way to navigate. This difference is not

just a nuance – it's the very heart of turning the system they imply into a

system ofcreation.

If you would take only one thing with your from this part, I would sug-

gest that it's this thought: Every "whole approach" to reading can be bro-

ken into "parts". The expression of these parts is a creative act in itself. But

all "parts" can be perceived as a "whole" which can be broken into com-

pletely new "parts". In terms of creation, your task here is not stability, but

mutability, and the learning skill of navigation among the endless possibi-

lities ofmutation.

Case No. 5

"From this broken state I will have passed into an almost abject felicity. I will have told my-

self that the duel had already begun and that I had won the first encounter by frustrating,

even iffor forty minutes, even ifby a stroke offate, the attack ofmy adversary. I will have

argued that this slightest ofvictories foreshadowed a total victory. I will have argued (no less

fallaciously) that my cowardly felicity proved that I was a man capable of carrying out the

adventure successfully. From this weakness I will have taken strength that will not have

abandoned me. I will have foreseen that man will resign himselfeach day to more atrocious

undertakings; soon there will be no one but warriors and brigands; I will have given them

this counsel: The author ofan atrocious undertaking ought to imagine that he has already

accomplished it, ought to impose upon himselfa future as irrevocable as the past."

Reading very slowly, I dug for hidden secrets in the text, assuming there must be some.

Like a treasure hunter. In this example, I found a hidden suggested path how to read the

text in the text itself. As the sentence in the end deals with the imagination of an irrevo-

cable future, I decided to put the precedent text in the very rare form of Future II. Now,

the whole paragraph turns into a vision with the rhythm ofa prayer.
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3 SCENARIOS

Travelling through the garden, we notice that these paths never occur cut-

off from the outside world, that new paths open especially if we open our

minds to new influences given by our surroundings. This, of course, has

implications for the outside world as well. We don’t have to travel alone all

the time. We can take along companions or tell our friends and strangers

about the paths we have found, we can put up signs to indicate towards

them.

As those new paths begin to manifest themselves for a greater circle of

persons, they become more easily accessible by being recognized as valid

paths.

This means, by using a technique or a method of reading and bringing it

back into society, the culture around reading begins to change and gives

texts new meaning within our culture. This, of course, has ever since been

happening on different scales. Sometimes for specific texts (how The

Sorrows of Young Werther inspired many people to dress up in blue and

yellow), sometimes for specific ways of approaching texts (the bechdel test

changes the way I position myself towards a story, I go hunting for female

presence).

In this part, I would like to tell you about some scenarios in which you

can see how reading culture affects culture as a whole. How we, by

introducing new ways of reading, can broaden the vision ofwhat it means

to read and live with books.
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3 . 1 THE DIVAN AS FORTUNE TELLER

Some books are only released after the death of the author – and they

often have a certain air ofmystery about them, as if the ghost of the writer

would live on in the book, as if the book would contain his last breath.

Hafez, the ancient persian poet, was already famous during his lifetime in

the thirteenth century. After his death, not only a mausoleum was erected,

but since then, many different variations of collected poems (called Divan)

have been released. These Divans are standing in almost every Iranian

home, being read and used in a way that affects everyday culture pretty

intensively.

Many Iranians use Divan of Hafez for fortune telling. Iranian families

usually have a Divan of Hafez in their house and when they get together

during the Nowruz or Yaldā holidays, they open the Divan to a random

page and read the poem on it, and use it as an indication of things that will

happen in the future. The lungs of the book breathe their air into life

again.

If cards and crystal orbs do for fortune telling, poems or collections of

short stories serve this purpose just as well. Not only will they open up a

new look at the text to you, it is also a method that gives you access to

different aspects ofyour very own life through a text.
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3 . 2 ONE WORD

So there’s this society I’ve heard of, in which each person is assigned one

word, one word only, and is forever known by this word. Oh wait, it’s ours:

we all are assigned one word, a “name” at birth.

We are commonly identified by this word called name. This word called

name has mysterious powers over us – when we hear it being shouted out

loud on the street or when we read it in a different handwriting, we feel

addressed.

A friend of mine, my neighbour actually, has lived in the Swiss Alps for

many years, working there as a shepherd “Senn” every summer. He told

me of the most peculiar costum they have there.

As shepherd in a hut on an Alp, there is not that much to do, and there is

also little possibility of seeing other people than those you are on the Alp

with, no electricity and no storage room for any luggage whatsoever.

But in each hut, there are two or three books, some of them a hundred

years old. All of them have been read probably dozens of times, but have

the look of books treated with care. Yet the covers of the book are full of

tiny handwriting: whoever has read the book is obliged to write their

name in it. This enables the latter readers to read the book multiple times,

replacing the names of the characters with the names of the elder

shepherds. Instead of one story, there are dozens to be read – the names

and personas of the shepherds can be combined in hundreds ofvariations.

How this shall change the story, you may ask. A word called name, as I

have stated earlier, has this mysterious way to it, and this keeps on, as long

as people still associate the name with whatever they understand as you.

You are a character with certain attributes and a look, and these things all

appear whenever your name is called upon.

The Senns of course know the elder Alp. Shepherds, if not personally,

then by stories told about them by again other shepherds. So to them, their

name is more than a word, it is alre

ady filled with a complete character. So within this closed community, it

is common to replace names with each other and give written stories

multiple varieties by changing the behaviour of their characters. Whoever

has read a book, is bound to become part of it one day.
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3 . 3 THE EVER-CHANGING LIBRARY

What happens to your personal library once you die? In most of the cases,

I guess, the library gets split up by friends and relatives, and some books

even land on the dump. In Japan, to be exact, in Sapporo, there lived an

old rich intellectual who wanted to avoid just that. He was known as a

peculiar man who spent a lot of time alone with his books.

In his testament, he passed on to the local museum his books and a large

sum of money to build a public library with. He willed that the books in

the library must be stored not alphabetically, by author or genre – as it is

usually done – but in his very own order. The man had sorted his books by

associations, by the feeling which books belong together. The library thus

was structured according to the old mans brain.

Every book in this library contains an electronic chip, and every few

hours, the computer reads through the shelves, registering exactly which

book is where. For the books weren’t meant to stay in the original order:

Every time a visitor brings back a borrowed book, they have to choose

where they want to store it.

The library always changes its order every day and thus functions as a

living collection of the communities combined associations. Books stand

in different relationships to one another again and again, changing each

others stories, stepping into a dialogue.
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3 . 4 THE COMPETITION OF GEWA

Some people throughout the Sahara tell a story about an old nomad tribe.

The tribe itself is scattered in different groups that have been roaming the

desert for centuries. What makes the tribe so special is that the different

groups meet in an interval of about two years at an oasis which is called

Gewa. The purpose of this meeting is the Competition ofGewa.

Each group of this tribe carries one manuscript, a chronic of their en-

counters, their life, their history. As for most of the time this manuscripts

forms the only literature pleasure a group has access to, the tribe has de-

veloped a great skill in readery – the art of reading a text. Normally one or

two members of a group practice different forms and techniques on how

to read their chronic. Some of them change the order of events, some are

spectacularly good at adding small details, others have perfected the art of

atmosphere and so on and so on. To make hard times easier to endure, the

Readers had to come up with new styles of reading in order to make the

same story interesting again.

When the different groups meet at the oasis, every group chooses a Rea-

der from their group who will enter the competition. In this competition,

the different Readers will then perform the chronic of their group – sho-

wing his or her talent in readery. At the end, the audience will then decide

on the winner of the competition and they will celebrate it with a big feast.

After the feast is over, the winner, however, will not depart with his old

group again. Instead she or he will choose among the tribe a couple of

people who will then form a new group with him, beginning a completely

new chronic. This way, the tribe makes sure that there will be a new, pro-

bably exciting story to here at the next Competition ofGewa.
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3 . 5 LITTLE CATALOGUE OF READING
EXPERIENCES

We all have our own favourite spots for reading. Personally, I like my bed

for novels and the armchair for philosophical texts. And: I use the arm-

chair during the day and my bed at night. I don’t know why exactly, but I

figured over time that those spots in combination with those textforms

work best for me.

Now, there is a group of students from the University of Sao Paulo that is

creating the Little Catalogue ofReading Experiences. Apparently, they once

got sick of reading all those papers in the library and started reading more

frequently outside of campus. And they realised that some texts work bet-

ter in this area and others in that area. So they began making a map of

which spots in the city worked better for which texts or textforms and

soon you could see students all over the city reading books. Eventually,

they installed some sitting possibilities as students seemed to come more

regularly.

This map forms an essential part of this Little Catalogue of Reading Ex-

periences. But they didn’t stop at just mapping the city. The catalogue in-

cludes recommendations such as at which time your reading experience

would be best, what items you could bring along, and, if you have head-

phones, what music you could listen to and so on. Some scenarios are

quite simple: “Enjoy an urban thriller at Villa Lobos Park. Look at the

skyline from time to time and imagine the story happening in Sao Paulo

right now.” Other scenarios are more specific: “Hide somewhere in Jardim

Paulistano and read The Pillow Book from Sei Shōnagon. Look up from

time to time and make sure that you are still hidden. Listen to binaural

beats. Doing this at night, reading under a flashlight, adds another thrill to

it.”

The Little Catalogue of Reading Experiences is still growing and has be-

come popular outside ofuniversity circles. In some restaurants or bars, the

owners have reserved special seats for special readers, often offering a

range ofbooks that the catalogue recommends.
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4 THE PATH TO A NEW CULTURE OF
READING

You have almost come to the end of this introduction. After you've read all

these different approaches towards reading, you might wonder: What's

next? What should I do?

A new culture can only come to life if people are living up to its ideas,

creating practices through which the culture is altered. But to create such

practices, you don’t have to formulate of a big picture of a new culture of

reading. Every time you read something, you are opening a possibility to

create your style of reading. By testing out different directions, different

paths, you'll eventually come across a style that you appreciate enough to

turn it into a lasting practice. And by spreading your ideas, exchanging

experiences with other readers, the new culture of reading will slowly

shape itself.

That’s why I decided to attach a list of different techniques that could

help you to get started in many possible directions. Following the structure

of the manual, I have loosely arranged the techniques according to the

different chapters. This arrangement is by no means pure and absolute –

many techniques can correlate with multiple chapters. Like all the other

maps here, this is a helpful sketch.

Each technique consists of two parts: a more general description and a

possible path. The possible path is there to set you easily on your way, to

introduce you to its use. Change your approach a bit, and you'll discover

other paths.
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5 APPENDIX: LIST OF TECHNIQUES

5 . 1 TECHNIQUES FOR STRATEGIES
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5 . 2 TECHNIQUES FOR AGENTS
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5 . 3 TECHNIQUES FOR ACTIONS
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5 . 4 TECHNIQUES FOR THE OUTSIDE WORLD 1 /2
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5 . 4 TECHNIQUES FOR THE OUTSIDE WORLD 2/2
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5 . 5 TECHNIQUES FOR COMBINING 1 /2
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5 . 5 TECHNIQUES FOR COMBINING 2/2




